
                 
           

  

his was the kind of case that you never forget. “An emotional roller coaster,”
says Robin Rossignoll, R.N., Patient Care Director of the Intensive Care
Unit, Respiratory Therapy and Rapid Response at Salem Hospital. “The
passing of a young man is always tragic, but, as difficult as this case was,
our recent work to maximize the number of eligible referrals we make to

the New England Organ Bank brought a lot of comfort to everyone involved.”
The case Rossignoll is referring to involved a 26-year-old man with chronic health

issues associated with type 2 diabetes. Known to many in the Salem Hospital ICU
from prior admissions for complications of his illness, the patient was admitted this
past December after suffering a cardiac arrest at home. Unconscious when he arrived,
the patient was put on life support, but remained unresponsive. Within 24 hours, 
it became clear that he would never recover brain function. This determination

Fellow Travelers
Corning-Davis and Phillips Lead 
Process Improvement Series in Qatar
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Members of the critical care team rounding in the Salem Hospital ICU (L–R): Will Huang, M.D.; Jane Korins,
Pastoral Care; Barry Kitch, M.D.; Corina Filip, M.D.; and Janet Flynn, R.N.
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THE GIFT OF LIFE
CRITICAL CARE TEAM FOCUSES NEW ATTENTION ON 
ORGAN DONATION, SEES IMPRESSIVE RESULTS

The students are not unlike those found in
many of the other process improvement
workshops that Barbara Corning-Davis and
Duncan Phillips have led over the years at
NSMC. The main difference is that these
students are all physicians from Hamad
Medical Corporation (HMC)—the national
healthcare system of Qatar—and the
workshops are taking place half way around
the world in Doha, that country’s capital.

Working as part of a team from Partners
HealthCare International (PHI)—a division
of Partners HealthCare that collaborates with
hospitals around the globe to develop
innovative models for healthcare delivery,
education and research—Corning-Davis and
Phillips have each made several trips to
Qatar in recent months to run process
improvement workshops. Corning-Davis
will return once again later this month.

“Barbara and Duncan both bring their
years of experience in system-based quality,

continued on page 3

Barbara Corning-Davis, Director of Operational
Improvement, leading a process improvement workshop
in Doha, Qatar.



triggered a call to the New England Organ
Bank and, after close, collaborative
discussion with his family, led to the
donation of the patient’s heart, liver, lungs
and kidneys to five people eagerly awaiting
an organ transplant. From his life, five
others would be saved.

“We recognize the importance of organ
donation and have made a concerted effort
over the past two years to raise staff
awareness on both campuses around
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Members of the critical care team (L–R): Jane Korins, Pastoral Care; Barry Kitch, M.D.; Corina Filip, M.D.; Janet Flynn, R.N.; and Kim Carafa, Case Management.

identifying patients that, in the event of 
an unsurvivable injury or illness, have the
potential to become donors,” says Barry
Kitch, M.D., Vice Chairman of the
Department of Medicine. “We now have a
formal process in place on both campuses
that is part of our daily patient rounding to
ensure that the Organ Bank is contacted in
appropriate situations.”

According to Kerrie Casey, Hospital
Relations Coordinator at the New England
Organ Bank, these efforts are paying off.
“Between Salem and Union hospitals, NSMC
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HIT THE LINKS WITH NSMC

went from making 22 ‘heart beating
referrals’ in 2010—that’s referrals for
potential organ donors, which brings in a
team from the Organ Bank to further assess
the patient—to 37 in 2011,” says Casey.
Since 2007, there have been a total of 12
organ donors at NSMC, providing 31
organs to be transplanted, and 121 tissue
donors (which includes skin, corneas, heart
valves and bone).

“These are impressive numbers for an
organization of NSMC’s size and shows that
the hospital has done a great job promoting

NSMC will be hosting its annual employee golf tournament on Monday, June 18,
at the Ipswich Country Club. The cost to participate in this event is $135 and
includes golf fees, a cart and BBQ dinner. All employees, medical staff and their
guests are welcome. Check-in begins at noon and the driving range will be open to
guests. The tournament will have a shotgun start at 1:30 p.m. Golfers will enjoy
contests and even a chance to win a brand new Acura with a hole-in-one contest
sponsored by Acura of Peabody. The tournament will be a scramble format, so
participants will not need to provide their handicap. Space is limited. To register,
please contact Rose Fisher at 978-825-6116 or email rfisher3@partners.org.
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safety and process improvement at NSMC to the PHI project in Qatar,” 
says Rick van Pelt, M.D., PHI Director of Global Programs. “Their deep
knowledge base in this area, their skill as educators and facilitators and their
enthusiasm and commitment to the PHI mission makes them excellent
contributors to the Qatar project.”

“It’s remarkable how similar the challenges they are facing in Qatar are 
to those we are working on at NSMC,” says Corning-Davis, Director of
Operational Improvement. “They are grappling with wait times in the
emergency department, rate of pneumonia vaccinations, surgical checklists,
and patient handoffs.”

“The training we are providing is very comparable to the classes we 
teach at NSMC, employing lectures, hands-on exercises and individualized
coaching,” adds Phillips, Project Specialist in Operational Improvement. 
“We had to make a few minor adjustments to accommodate for cultural
differences, but not many.  All the participants speak English.”

One major difference between Qatar and the United States is that their
healthcare system is funded by the government, so controlling healthcare
costs is not a primary concern. “Access is the driver in Qatar,” says 
Corning-Davis. “They have seen a huge influx of people recently and they 
are struggling with how and where to care for them.”

This rapid population growth is a result of Qatar’s booming economy.
Located on the Persian Gulf, Qatar is a small but wealthy Arab state that has 
the world’s largest per capita production and reserves of both oil and natural gas.

The country is experiencing an unprecedented period of economic expansion
and creating a model healthcare system is high among their priorities.

While their work in Qatar is an extension of their day jobs at NSMC,
Corning-Davis and Phillips are no strangers to working in far-flung foreign
locales. Corning-Davis has made four trips to El Salvador in recent years 
with a delegation of volunteers from NSMC to provide medical care to the
underprivileged. More recently, she started her own nonprofit, SHUR, Inc.
(www.shurinc.org), that is dedicated to improving healthcare delivery in
underdeveloped regions through the use of technology. Phillips spends 
time each summer volunteering with Christ for the City International, 
an organization dedicated to helping impoverished communities in 
Central America.

“It’s definitely a two-way learning experience,” says Phillips. “We are
always picking up new ideas wherever we go that we can bring back to
NSMC to help improve the patient experience and enhance safety.”

Members of the Partners HealthCare International team in Qatar (L–R): Victoria Brower,
Project Manager at Partners HealthCare; Barbara Corning-Davis, Director of Operational
Improvement; and Duncan Phillips, Operational Improvement Project Specialist.
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QATAR continued from page 1organ donation to staff and has made it part
of the hospital’s culture,” says Casey. At
present, more than 100,000 Americans are
waiting for organ transplants.

“NSMC has always had a strong
relationship with the Organ Bank, but our
collaboration with them was on more of an

informal basis,” says Dr. Kitch. “We did not
have a process in place that helped ensure
that we let the Organ Bank know, when
appropriate, about opportunities to talk
with families about the potential for organ
donation. Through a concerted effort to
standardize our processes, now we do.”

By all accounts, organ donation can be
both emotionally and logistically
challenging for the ICU staff. “Once the
New England Organ Bank performs an
assessment and determines that a patient
can be a potential organ donor, they then
meet with the family,” explains Rossignoll.
“When the family consents to donation or
if the patient is a registered donor, things
may need to happen quickly. Throughout it
all, our focus continues to be on caring for
the patient, supporting their family and
collaborating with the Organ Bank team to
ensure that a successful organ donation can
take place.”

Despite the challenges, all agree it’s an
effort well worth making. “When you see
the peace that an organ donation can bring
to a family that is mourning the loss of a
loved one or hear the success story of
someone who has received a transplant, you
can’t help but see the value of the program
and want to participate to the best of your
ability,” says Dr. Kitch.

To learn more about organ donation,
please visit www.DonateLifeNewEngland.org.
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Follow Us!

Do you have news or ideas to share? Let us know. Contact editor Bill Ewing at 978-354-2161 
or wewing@partners.org. NSMC Now! is produced by NSMC’s Department of Communications 
and Public Affairs.

Deanne Hobba, R.T.R., Radiology Technologist, Union Hospital
You can call Deanne Hobba NSMC’s “biggest loser,” she doesn’t mind. 
In fact, she worked hard for the title. Between the years 2000 and 2002,
Hobba lost an impressive 123 pounds through diet, exercise and sheer
perseverance—enough to rival any contestant on television’s famed 
weight loss reality show. And not only has she kept it off, she also became
a serious athlete somewhere along the way. Over the past decade Hobba
has completed three marathons, seven triathlons and numerous other road
races of varying lengths. She is currently training for a full ironman
triathlon that will take place this coming July.

So impressive was Hobba’s weight loss and transformation that her
story caught the attention of a writer at Eating Well magazine who wrote 

a profile on her for their January/February 2012
issue. She was also featured in a book called 
The Social Network Diet: Change Yourself, Change
the World that was published last year.

“Losing weight is a gradual process, you can’t
expect to lose 20 pounds in two weeks and then
go back to your old ways,” says Hobba, who at
her peak weighed 268 pounds and suffered from
high blood pressure, high cholesterol and
frequent migraine headaches. “It took me two
years to lose the weight and change my lifestyle.
But, over time, I made a commitment to eating properly and working out.”

Never an athlete, Hobba says she started at ground zero when it came to exercise. “I began by
walking on a treadmill and doing some very light strength training,” she says. “Then, eventually, 
I started jogging and built from there.” Once she achieved her goal weight, Hobba began to enter
road races and slowly up her mileage. Today she is training 10 to 15 hours per week in preparation
for her ironman triathlon.

A Salem resident, Hobba has been employed as a radiology technologist at Union Hospital since 1998.

“It took me two years to lose
the weight and change my
lifestyle. But, over time, I
made a commitment to eating
properly and working out.”[
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Sandy Moulton Receives Manager Excellence Award
Sandy Moulton, Support Services Manager/Budget Analyst, was honored
with the NSMC Manager Excellence Award this past February. Moulton
has been employed at NSMC for 38 years in a number of departments,
including Materials Management, Central Services and Support Services.
Known for her strong leadership and professionalism, she now manages
the mailroom, central transport and linen service. The Manager Excellence
Award is issued quarterly to recognize managers who demonstrate strength
in teamwork, innovation and customer service.

Achievements
Doris Dabrieo, R.N., of the Union Hospital Infusion Clinic, passed her certification exam to be
board certified in vascular access.

Hubert A. Johnson, M.D., presented a poster entitled “Lessons Learned in the Exposure for 
Anterior Lumbar Interbody Fusion” at the annual meeting of the Mass Chapter of American College
of Surgeons in Boston this past December.

Employee Assistance Program
The Employee Assistance Program (EAP) is a
workplace-based consultation, short-term
counseling, information and referral program for
employees and their families. The EAP offers
assistance with all types of personal, family or
work-related concerns. For more information
call 866-724-4327 or visit eap.partners.org.

Has Someone Made Your Day?
“Made Someone’s Day?” is a simple and easy
employee recognition program to acknowledge
and celebrate service excellence at NSMC.
Honor your colleagues: call 781-581-4567, 
e-mail NSMCRecognition@partners.org or
submit an online recognition form found on 
the NSMCConnect homepage.

Taste of the North Shore, April 4
The 3rd annual Taste of the North Shore,
featuring food samples from some of the area’s
finest restaurants, will take place on Wednesday,
April 4, at Acura of Peabody from 6:00–9:00 p.m.
The festivities include live entertainment and an
auction. Among the participating restaurants are
Capt’s Waterfront Bar & Grill, Legal Seafoods,
Salem Waterfront Hotel, Henry’s Market, Century
House, Victoria Station, Sylvan Street Grill,
Shortcakes and many more. Tickets are $50 
and all proceeds benefit the 2012 North Shore
Cancer WALK/RUN. For more information,
contact Meg Wright at mwright12@partners.org.

Volunteers Needed For Free 
Smoking Cessation Study
Trying to kick your smoking habit? NSMC
researchers are looking for volunteers to
participate in a study called HYPQUIT that
explores how hypnosis can be used as an aid 
in smoking cessation. Participants will get a
minimum of one hypnotherapy session, 
a hypnosis CD for home use, up to five on-site
visits and follow-up  phone call counseling over 
a 12-month period. To find out more about
HYPQUIT, call 978-745-4391, ext. 247

NSMC Archives Continue to 
Expand – Additions Welcome!
The NSMC Medical Library has a growing
inventory of archival materials relating to the
institution’s history. These materials include
photographs, brochures, annual reports,
newsletters, news clippings, ledgers, books,
small artifacts and antique medical instruments.
Do you have any historic materials/artifacts in
your department that might be of interest for 
the collection? Send them along to Meegan
Petersen in the Medical Library. 


